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(sold sepalately)
Load cell

Sperical ball fitting that receives load.
※Shape is different according to the model number
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 is different according to the model number

Guide plate

Top plate

※The hole position for load cell mounting
Base plate

Lift-off protection 
fitting
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単位　UNIT

尺度　SCALE

寸法　Ｌ 公差

250＜L≦1000

63＜L≦250
16＜L≦63

4＜L≦16
L≦4

角度　DEG

±0.1
±0.2
±0.3
±0.5

±0.8
±0.5

mm
材質　MATERIAL

表面粗サSURF. ROUGH.

熱処理　HEAT TREAT.

表面処理　FINISH

作成日　DATE

品　名　DESCRIPTION

品　番　PART NO.(MODEL NO.)

CCACBE1-※S

図　番　DRAWING NO.

葉番SHEET

　

　

改訂 REV.

　

FREE Mounting attachment with slide stop mechanism
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　： Allowable horizontal load  1.961 kN {200 kgf}

　　： ～ Models  CCACBE1-1S :CBE1-5K 50K
： Allowable lifting load  1.961 kN{200 kgf}

　　： Material  SUS304 or equivalent
： ） Allowable horizontal moving length  ±3 mm(No directionality

Specification
： ～Applicable load cell  CBE1-5K 200K  

～                     CCACBE1-2S :CBE1-100K 200K

Notes
・Please use the model that suits the capacity of the load cell
  so that the shape of spherical ball fitting and the hole position 
  for mounting load cell are different in model number CCACBE1-1S and CCACBE1-2S.
・Please design the strength of bracket and trestle where the mounting
  attachment with slide stop mechanism is install to endure the load enough.
・The bracket and trestle to install the mounting attachment with 
   slide stop mechanism is very important section to support load, 
   so execution of works should be made carefully.
・The bracket and trestle to install the mounting attachment with 
　 ．　slide stop mechanism should be constructed to be vertical to the direction of loading
　(For the horizontality of the trestle is within 1/2 "for the general application, 
　　and if you want to require high accuracy, make it within 1/4".)
・When you want to hold the tank for the purpose of level adjustment on
　 the tank or exchanging load cells, occupy a space for jacking up between the
　 bracket and the trestle of the tank.
・When installing the mounting attachment with slide stop mechanism 
　in a pit, you should consider a measure such as a drain not to stagnate water.
・Please protect cover so that neither direct sunshine, nor wind, nor rain may strike 
　directly to the mounting attachment with slide stop mechanism in outdoor. 
　The cover might be detached when maintaining it, and please make the cover
　 a structure that can be detached.
・We recommend that the height of installation of the mounting attachment with 
　slide stop mechanism should be located near the center of gravity of the tank.
・We also recommend you to install stay rods together where there may have 
　some vibrations due to mixers or so on.
・In the case of installation, fasten the bolts tightly with looseness considered.
・The mounting hole of the base plate is enlarged little as you may shift.
   Therefore, please fix by the  attached washier when you install the base plate.
・Never weld the mounting attachment with slide stop mechanism to the construction 
　(beam, bracket and so on) directly.
・It is not recommendable to weld in the condition of installing the load cell on the 
　mounting attachment with slide stops mexhanism as much as possible. If you really 
　want to execute to weld, be sure to prepare for the earth wire near the welding point not 
　to pass the welding urrent to the load cell. Moreover, remove the load cell cable from 
　the amplifier for safety.
・Never cut off the load cell cable. If you cut off, there may have the possibility of deviation 
　of calibration value.
・ To adjust the level, please loosen the bolt of top plate, jack it up, and place the shim, atc.,

   between the top plate and bracket.
・In the shipment from the factory, the center of load cell and top plate is matched by the guide plate.
  Therefore, please do not detach the guide plate before mounting is over.
  The guide plate is to  be detached when you use it. 
・ ．Please apply the greece internally from the space of spherical ball fitting regularly in the environment that rusts easily
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4- 9
Outer diameter： 35
Inner diameter： 9
Thickness：5

4-Washier　　
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4- 20(Base plate hole diameter)

Models CCACBE1-※S 
※ = 1 ～ 2（Division of capacity）

1 2
5K /50K 100K /200K  


